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💰#MoscowMitch💰 
 
🐢 is a Russian asset 
 
🐢 blocks us from protecting/hardening our elex systems. 
 
Let’s call this what it is: unpatriotic. 
 
🐢 is, arguably more than any other American, doing
Russian President Putin’s bidding harming our
sovereignty. 
 
#TraitorMcConnell

💰MoscowKemp💰 

 

GA elex officials accused of destroying evidence 

 

FBI made forensic image of the server before it was wiped by GA officials 

 

A KSU server, wiped clean in July 2016, 

 

April 2016, Kislyak visited KSU (GA).  

 

Trump beat HRC in GA w/ a razor-thin 5% of the vote. 🤔
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💰MoscowKemp3💰 

 

Was GA’s Elex System Hacked in 2016 &2018? 

 

Mueller raises new questions about the integrity of GA’s voting infrastructure. Why is

the state stonewalling? 

 

Brian Kemp, Enemy of Democracy 

An expert on voter suppression, he is determined to help keep Georgia red 

.

💰MoscowKemp4💰 

 

Trump, election hacking & the GA governors race.  

 

SCOTUS clears way for Trump admin to use Defense funds for wasteful border wall
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construction 

 

Trump targets China in call for WTO to reform 'developing' country status 

 

HK police fire tear gas at protesters

💰MoscowKemp5💰 

 

House approves subpoenas for records tied to private text and email use by Ivanka,

Kushner, Mulvaney & others for official business 

 

Trump: Elijah Cummings is a ‘brutal bully’ from a ‘rat-infested’ district 

Trump lashes out at prominent Democratic critic

💰MoscowKemp6💰 

 

Boeing drops out of nuclear missile development program 

 

Boris Johnson hasn’t given much information about his Brexit plans B, C or D, but

his statement to Parliament gives us an idea of his  

Plan A: 

Prepare Britain for No Deal. The message: “Britain Can Take It”
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💰TreasonTurtle7💰 

 

U.S. Urges Russia to Release Imprisoned Ukrainian Sailors 

 

Senate Panel Advances Bill to Punish Saudis for Khashoggi’s Death 

 

Committee approves bipartisan bill from ranking Democrat 

 

Votes follow Trump veto of effort to halt arms sales to Saudis

💰TreasonTurtle8💰 

 

Judge dismisses Sandmann lawsuit against the Washington Post 

 

Online reputation management: CBS News inv’n finds fraudulent court orders used

to game Google results exclusive #TipOfIceBerg  

 

Russia protests: Police arrest hundreds at Moscow rally,
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💰TreasonTurtle9💰 

 

Centuries-old Japan-Korea dispute something Russia and China can exploit 

 

The remote Pacific outcrop, called the Dokdo Islands in SK & the Takeshima Islands

in Japan, made headlines following an alleged violation of the airspace above them by

a Russian jet

💰TreasonTurtle10💰 

 

U.S. manufacturing ‘is in recession,’ Fed’s data show 

 

RU linked to cyberattacks on Bellingcat researchers probing GRU RU hacking group

APT28, also known as Fancy Bear, is believed to be controlled by the GRU & is the

most likely culprit.
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💰TreasonTurtle11💰 

 

Epstein’s Pilots Are Subpoenaed in Sex-Trafficking Inv’n. 

 

Conservative operatives steered millions in PAC donations to themselves 

 

The Conservative Majority Fund has raised nearly $10M since mid-2012, but has

made just $48.4k in political contributions.

💰TreasonTurtle12💰 
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• • •

Science Got Trampled in the Rush to Drill in the Arctic 

 

Guatemala’s migrant pact w/ the US threatens to unleash a political crisis 

 

Sanders campaign union faces accusation. 

 

Two U.S. teens confess in stabbing death of Italian police officer, authorities say

Mitch McConnell is a Russian asset 

 

McConnell, the Senate majority leader, blocks us from defending ourselves. 

 

Let’s call this what it is: unpatriotic. McConnell is, arguably more than any other

American, doing Russian President Vladimir Putin’s bidding. 
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